Profile of qualification for interns

Company name

CompanyMood GmbH | 1 possible internship | www.company-mood.com

About the internship employer

CompanyMood provides a B2B SaaS to measure and analyze employees mood. We do that with continuous mood reviews and feedback in less than 30 seconds per employee via browser, apps or stationary terminals.

We’re currently a small team of 5 but will raise our staff to about 9 to 10 in Q2 of 2019. Find out more about us at: https://www.company-mood.com

The candidate will work within these company divisions

Development and IT

Required soft skills and qualifications (good english language skills are mandatory)

You should be a teamplayer, able to think into new topics quickly, passionate about software development and reliable. Any experience in web development, script-based languages like Ruby, all kinds of machine learning/AI would be a big plus.

We will be able to receive students of these study fields

Computer Science and related